JRC Dataset

Porocalce plaster production; Porocalce plaster - Milling and mixing of sand, perlite, expanded glass, calcium hydroxide; Production mix at plant - Southern Italy; 1 kg, Plaster (Location: IT)

Description:
The data set covers all relevant process steps and technologies over the supply chain of the represented cradle to gate inventory with options, including the installation phase with a good overall data quality. The dataset is based on primary data and is completed where necessary by secondary data. Technical Purpose: Standard mineral product used as bonding agent in the building industry according to the applied technology. Geographical Representation: IT
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Additional information:
Issue date: 2015-01-01
Geographic area: Italy
Temporal coverage: From: 2015-01-01 – To: 2018-12-31
Update frequency: None
Language: English
Data theme(s): Environment; Science and technology
EuroVoc domain(s): 36 SCIENCE; 52 ENVIRONMENT
Identifier: http://data.europa.eu/89h/jrc-eplca-da78eea3-ead1-4379-80af-14a991a2a746